billion dollar BRAIN :
OPEN AIR PARK / MUSEUM

“...the sort of chairs that have to be designed by architects.”
In the novel Billion Dollar Brain by Len Deighton, the protagonist
embarks on several trips to leading cities of the world, beginning with
Helsinki, Finland.
The reader soon ﬁnds that said character’s instructions for travel
originate from a supercomputer - the billion dollar brain,
a computer that has learned to process information without relying on
the simplistic yes (1) or no (0) methodology.
A recurring theme in the novel is the Scrabble boardgame,
a game that is useless without knowing the rules. In Scrabble,
letters are assigned a higher scoring number based on diﬃculty of play.
In order to create a playground for the (often snowy) city of Helsinki
as well as a museum showing homage to the importance of architectural
design - without a billion dollar price tag the playful and serious typologies were combined,
creating a partially covered park with spaces ﬂoating on suspended glass
that also provided for the favorable condition of lighting from above for
the underground gallery spaces below.
Both the open air park and the museum
share sizeable built-in furniture pieces, playfully designed
from transformed letters making up the chapter names in Deighton’s
book, such as London-Helsinki,
with the characteristics deriving from each letter’s score in the
aforementioned game.
The labyrinthine design,
resulting from such a rigorously playful process,
oﬀers a covertly clever project for the
next Helsinki,
which would attract tourists and be frequented by locals
without requiring the creation of an exorbitant icon,
by designing - not a scaled object but an idea.
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